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Mini Review

Studies about muscular adaptation to training date from the beginning of percutaneous muscle biopsies in horses. Guy & Snow (1977) evaluated samples collected after an exercise program in horses and, later, a period without training. The adaptation of equine locomotor muscles to a training protocol depends on the characteristic of the exercise, fiber type, oxidative potential and structural rearrangements of muscle fibers. The sectional area of the muscle fiber types depends on the age and gender of the equines and the intensity and duration of training [1]. Resistance equine training induces a reversible transition in the composition of the myosin heavy chain in the following order: IIX \(\rightarrow\) IIA \(\rightarrow\) I, which is accompanied by changes in muscle metabolic capacity [2]. Increased muscle fiber area, number of capillaries and mitochondrial volume indicating a progressive increase in aerobic capacity with increasing workload after a training program are also important findings [3]. During the evaluation of different types of conditioning programs in muscle variables in sport horses, adaptive responses consisted of a significant increased number of mitochondria and myofibrils, as well as myofibrillar ATPase type IIA hypertrophy and the reduction in the number of fibers of the type IIX, low oxidative. Together, these changes are compatible with increased oxidative capacity and muscle strength [4]. Low- or moderate-intensity and long-duration exercises are more effective in improving the muscular resources associated with vigor and strength in athletic horses than in high intensity and short duration exercises [5].

Both intensity and duration of exercise are critical factors in determining the nature and magnitude of short-term training adaptations. Conversions of myosin heavy chain and muscle fiber types, as well as myofiber hypertrophy, appear to be more dependent on intensity than exercise duration. On the other hand, the duration is more prevalent than the exercise intensity in the degree of muscular oxidative adaptation and capillarization. However, significant trends observed in the majority of muscle adaptations to training suggest that the total workload completed during training is the main determinant of the type and extent of peripheral response [6]. Therefore, significant changes occur in the skeletal muscles of sport horses undergoing a training program in order to adapt to the increasing muscular metabolic demand. The organism seeks to offer the animal mechanisms to achieve maximum performance, requiring less energy expenditure and avoiding premature fatigue. Studies on this topic are extremely important since equestrian sports are becoming more common and important all over the world.
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